
Top tips for using 
formative and summative 

assessment in phonics

A narrative driven multi-sensory systematic synthetic phonics programme



• What is formative and summative assessment?

• Formative assessment in Phonics Shed

• Summative assessment in Phonics Shed

• Assessment Weeks

• Phonics Screening Check (PSC)

• Teacher hub
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• Formative Assessment 

• A process of evaluating the students' knowledge as they learn 

• Summative Assessment 

• A more formal type of assessment such as end of block test/assessment

What is formative and summative assessment?



“Close and regular assessment of children as they 

learn to read is vital if teaching is to match their 

capacity to learn and if difficulties are to be 

identified when they first arise, and overcome.”

- Reading by Six - How the Best Schools Do It, Ofsted, 2010



• Observation-led

- responses to tasks and questions

- assessing their input, instigating peer discussions, and completing a review of 

work covered during the plenary. 

• Planning prompts

- For example, recapping the grapheme-phoneme correspondence (GPC) taught, 

particularly as part of the plenary. Each lesson plan has an assessment section 

to remind the adult of the focus of the formative assessment. 

Formative assessment



“Once teachers are expert in teaching the school’s chosen 

phonics programme, they can pay attention to children’s 

misconceptions and adjust teaching minute by minute 

through the lesson: reviewing a GPC; repeating a step to 

support blending; directing attention to a child who has 

lost focus. This is formative assessment.” 

Reading Framework, DfE, 2021



Formative assessment

• By assessing children formatively, you will have evidence to 
guide your decisions on more immediate changes.

• Same day interventions

• Consolidation plans





• Our online resources also include adaptable digital flashcard tools that allows you to mark the level of 

understanding of both GPCs and HFWs, and a practice Year 1 phonics screening check assessment game with 

real and alien words and the ability to fully personalise content. There is also the option to assess children on 

specific decodable word lists linked to the Spelling Shed scheme. 

• Needs teacher judgement

• Can be over written

Summative assessment



Assessment weeks



• Phonics screening check simulator

• Chapter 4b

• Long term plan

Phonics Screening Check





• Game data

• Assessment flashcard tool – GPCs, HFW, PSC

• Assignment data

Assessment Data and Tracking  



•Teacher hub

•Assessment, assignments and games

•Any questions


